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PATHWAY
TO
CHANGE

OUR MISSION
TO CHANGE PERCEPTIONS OF
DISPLACEMENT and migration
by valuing, normalising and
mainstreaming the experience of
displaced artists and communities
TO BRING ABOUT SOCIAL CHANGE by
creating ripples of change through
ambitious, imaginative and artscentred approaches, including large
scale projects in public and digital
spaces

OUR AIMS
TO ENABLE ARTISTS AND ORGANISATIONS
TO DEVELOP THEIR PRACTICE by
providing opportunities for them
to showcase work and expand their
networks
TO PRODUCE AMBITIOUS WORK IN
MAINSTREAM AND PUBLIC SPACES which
amplifies unheard voices, challenges
stereotypes and moves the
conversation beyond mere testimony
TO CREATE HORIZONTAL
LEARNING SPACES AND PROGRAMMES,
encouraging imaginative reflection
and evaluation processes, crosssector conversations, skills transfer
and the sharing of knowledge

COUNTERPOINTS.

OUR VALUES
HAVING A COMMITMENT TO DIVERSITY,
JUSTICE AND FAIRNESS by valuing the
labour of displaced /migrant artists,
respecting the work and influencing
partners and wider practices in this
field
COMBINING STRONG, AMBITIOUS
ARTISTIC PRACTICE WITH ADVOCACY
recognising art as a driver/powerful
force for social change through its
ability to surprise, challenge and
create empathy
BEING INCLUSIVE, OPEN, NONHIERARCHICAL, straddling the local
and grassroots as well as major
institutions, by being caring,
compassionate and welcoming,
taking time with the work and in
developing our partnerships and
reaching out to different and diverse
audiences
BEING REFLECTIVE, AND RIGOROUS IN OUR
THINKING, always aiming for clarity,
understanding the importance of
art processes as a robust method of
enquiry and research
BEING PREPARED TO BE RISK-TAKERS,
radical, courageous, gutsy and
fearless, when we feel it’s needed,
ready to support vulnerable but
controversial artists, and prepared to
act quickly when needed

OUR APPROACH
ACTING AS ENABLERS, MATCHMAKERS,
MEDIATORS, FACILITATORS AND BROKERS
for meaningful collaborations
and partnerships between artists,
communities and organisations
DEVELOPING STRATEGIC SUPPORT
SYSTEMS FOR ARTISTS AND OTHER
ORGANISATIONS working with
the issues of displacement and
migration, evolved from, and
reflecting, the diversity and
expertise of the team
ACTING AS CRITICAL FRIENDS
unafraid to challenge artists,
partners and communities while
being supportive, always having a
sense of curiosity and questioning
and never presuming there is one
truth or one answer
CREATING BRIDGES AND MAKING
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN ARTS AND NGOS
/OTHER SECTORS working on issues
of displacement, through speaking
to and understanding the needs
and priorities of both
FACILITATING LEARNING by creating
spaces for peer-to-peer learning –
encouraging imaginative reflection,
cross-sector conversations, skills
transfer, and the sharing of
evaluation and impact.
THINKING ETHICALLY ABOUT DECISIONS
AND BEHAVIOUR, including having a
meaningful ethical funding policy
and being prepared to interrogate
complex issues in this context

OUR TOOLS
CURATING, PRODUCING AND
COMMISSIONING WORK ACROSS
ARTFORMS AND GENRES to bring
more diverse representations of the
migrant experience to mainstream
platforms and public realms.
PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKS
including Refugee Week, an annual
UK-wide festival celebrating the
contributions, creativity and
resilience of refugees for which we
are national coordinators/producers
and Platforma Network, partnership
working with organisations across
the country to bring together groups/
artists whose work explores the
refugee/migrant experience
LEARNING a reflective layer that
enables us to do the difficult
thinking around the work and
valuing listening as part of an
embedded process through our
Learning Labs and Who are We? a
cross-platform programme currently
part of the Tate Exchange initiative
POP CULTURE AND SOCIAL CHANGE
exploring how the power of pop
culture, including comedy, can be
harnessed to shift the way we talk,
think and feel about diversity and
migration backgrounds
NEIGHBOURHOOD PROGRAMMING
shifting the conversation around
engagement and commissioning at
both a local level and with national
arts organisations

OUR AMBITIONS
INCREASING THE SCALE AND REACH OF
OUR WORK, building our reputation as
a leading international organisation
in the fields of arts, migration and
social change
EXPANDING INTO NEW SPACES, in terms
of reaching new direct and indirect
audiences offline and online, having
more conversations outside the art
space
CONTINUE TO ALIGN OURSELVES WITH
RACIAL AND CLIMATE JUSTICE ISSUES
and recognition of the interconnection with migrant issues and
being ready to respond
INFLUENCING ARTS AND CULTURE POLICY
FURTHER harnessing the power of
popular culture to expand our work
and thinking on social justice into
other worlds
ENGAGING FURTHER WITH ‘LIVED
EXPERIENCE’ LEADERSHIP to ensure
projects we are engaged with/are
partners in are migrant-led where
possible
BEING RECOGNISED AS AN ARTISTIC
COLLECTIVE, as commissioners/
producers with a particular
approach, way of working and
process that is valuable in itself
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INTRODUCTION
Counterpoints Arts is a space for each one of us to
reclaim ourselves and reclaim our voices. A space
where we can really meet our power again.
YASMEEN GHRAWI, ARTIST, NO DIRECTION HOME

One of Counterpoints Arts’ core beliefs is
in the power that exists in the collective
act of learning. Partly because of the
possibility it offers for new meanings
to be made but also for the space it
creates for knowledge and knowhow
to be co-produced and shared.
This narrative-based evaluation is part
of that collective learning process,
enabling Counterpoints Arts to review
itself as an organisation, reflect on
its current vision, methodologies and
practice and, in doing so, create a
possible blueprint for the future.
It is intended to provide a starting point for
ongoing conversations around the impact
of the work and how change happens.

COVER: Mohammed Yahya, as part of Native Sun, KOKO
London, Refugee Week 2018 © Jose Farinha

COUNTERPOINTS.

LEFT: No Direction Home, Camden People's Theatre 2019
© Jose Farinha

Its specific aims are to:
RE-VISIT THE MISSION AND AIMS OF THE
ORGANISATION AS A WAY OF TELLING ITS
STORY AND CLARIFYING THE CHANGES IT
WANTS TO BRING ABOUT
RECOGNISE THE PRINCIPLES, VALUES AND
EMBEDDED METHODOLOGIES THREADING
THROUGH THE PROGRAMME
CREATE THE FOUNDATION FOR A
NARRATIVE THEORY OF CHANGE
EXPLORE THE ORGANISATION’S FUTURE
PATHWAYS – IN THE UK, EUROPE AND
BEYOND

In the spirit of collaboration and
co-production, it has been shaped by
a series of interviews and conversations
held with artists and partners as well
as the team itself; offering interviewees
space to reflect on the contribution of
the organisation to their individual
or organisational practice, as well as
their sense of the values, principles
and approaches driving the work
and its potential impact on the wider
community.
CHRISSIE TILLER, INDEPENDENT CONSULTANT
AND CRITICAL FRIEND OF COUNTERPOINTS ARTS

OFFER A POSSIBLE ARCHITECTURE OF THE
SKILLS AND APPROACHES INVOLVED IN
WORKING IN THIS CONTEXT FOR OTHERS
TO DRAW ON.
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THE CHANGE WE
WANT TO SEE:
VISION AND AIMS
The dominant political and media discourse on migration is
purposefully devoid of context and compassion. Counterpoints Arts
seeks to counter these simple lies by reframing the migrant experience
through the prism of art, culture and the telling of human stories.
Whether it’s being a provocateur, a seducer, a polemicist, or simply a
witness, Counterpoints Arts holds up a mirror to us all.
MAURICE WREN, FORMER CEO REFUGEE COUNCIL

COUNTERPOINTS.

Counterpoints Arts’ key objective is to do exactly what Maurice Wren so powerfully suggests: to counter
a discourse which has become ‘increasingly devoid of context and compassion’ and to do this through
‘reframing the migrant experience through the prism of art’.

VISION
Its long term vision or mission is to:
CHANGE PERCEPTIONS OF DISPLACEMENT AND MIGRATION
by valuing, normalising and mainstreaming the
experience of displaced artists and communities
BRING ABOUT SOCIAL CHANGE by creating ripples of change
through ambitious, imaginative and arts-centred
approaches, including large-scale projects in public and
digital spaces

AIMS
The aims, or actions, by which it intends to bring these
changes about, are by:
ENABLING ARTISTS AND ORGANISATIONS to develop their
practice by providing opportunities for them to showcase
work and expand their networks
PRODUCING AMBITIOUS WORK IN MAINSTREAM AND PUBLIC
SPACES which amplifies unheard voices, challenges
stereotypes and moves the conversation beyond mere
testimony
CREATING HORIZONTAL LEARNING SPACES AND PROGRAMMES,
encouraging imaginative reflection and evaluation
processes, cross-sector conversations, skills transfer and
the sharing of knowledge
These aims are rigorously underpinned by a set of principles,
values and methodologies which drive the organisation.
An ethos of collaboration is central to these, along with a
recognition that real change will come about through cooperation and partnership across sectors, across disciplines
and across borders.
In an arts and cultural context where words such as
collaboration, partnership and co-creation are used
increasingly liberally, the resonance of Counterpoints Arts’
mission and aims with the artists, partners and organisations
who work with them is striking. It has provided a strong sense
of the mutual principles and values which are at the heart of
its co-productions, commissions and collaborations.
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PRINCIPLES, VALUES
AND METHODOLOGIES
Counterpoints Arts really know how to think and
challenge. They know how to “sit with us” and to call us out
on things. If they see something is wrong they say so, and
actually that's very important in the way that we work.
I’m interested in working with people who can be both
critical and supportive at the same time and I think
Counterpoints Arts do that very well.
JANE WELLS, TATE EXCHANGE
COUNTERPOINTS.

LEFT: Refugees Welcome by Alketa Xhafa Mripa, Who Are We? Project at Tate Exchange 2017 © Blerim Racaj
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PRINCIPLES, VALUES AND METHODOLOGIES

Counterpoints Arts’ methods and
approaches are driven by its strong
conviction that art is a powerful force for
social change. If real change is to happen,
at a systemic as well as a grassroots level,
Counterpoints Arts believes this must be
underlined by a strong commitment to the
values and principles of diversity, justice
and fairness. This involves respecting the
rights of and fairly rewarding the labour of
displaced/migrant artists at the same time
as working to influence wider practice in
this context.
In thinking how it might bring that
change about, Counterpoints Arts has
made certain assumptions. One key
assumption is that, in order to have
meaningful impact on prevailing
perceptions of the displaced artists and
communities it works with, it needs to:
BE AMBITIOUS ARTISTICALLY as an
organisation
and to
COMBINE STRONG ARTISTIC PRACTICE
WITH ADVOCACY
This means choosing to work
with partners, artists and cultural

COUNTERPOINTS.

organisations who actively push
boundaries, challenge stereotypes
and question traditional viewpoints
about refugees and migrants. It means
commissioning and producing high
quality work across artforms and
drawing on different strategies, from
events to exhibitions, commissions,
digital platforms, artefacts and
residencies, in order to ensure this work
reaches wide and diverse audiences. It
means encouraging artists, partners,
and itself as an organisation, to be
ambitious in terms of scale, especially
when making work in public spaces,
while never losing a sense of its core
principles and values.
Understanding the importance of
creating quality work that responds
imaginatively and creatively to issues of
displacement drives the organisation to:
BE COURAGEOUS AND PREPARED TO BE
RISK-TAKERS
This includes acting boldly to support
controversial but vulnerable artists
whose voices must be heard, as well as
developing durable relationships with its
artists and communities.

Counterpoints Arts also assumes that
the ability to combine a strong artscentred practice with effective advocacy
comes from a determination to:
CREATE STRONG ALLIANCES ACROSS
SECTORS, working across the
boundaries and silos that are often
created by sectoral division
STRADDLE BOTH THE GRASSROOTS
AND MAJOR INSTITUTIONS AND
ORGANISATIONS, ensuring different
voices are heard and different
perspectives acknowledged
BE ACTIVE LISTENERS to the artists,
communities, institutions and
organisations they partner with
This need to create strong alliances
involves facilitating partnerships
which bring the arts and cultural sector
and the broader NGO world together;
engaging with both and being able to
speak the language and understand
the needs of both. It means creating a
strong sense of trust across boundaries,
opening up shared spaces where
mainstream beliefs and preconceptions
about refugee and migrant communities
can be challenged and contested.

ABOVE: Nowhere is Home by Manaf Halbouni, 2015 © artist
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PRINCIPLES, VALUES AND METHODOLOGIES

Ensuring grassroots organisations
have equal recognition within these
partnerships and alliances often requires
Counterpoints Arts to act not only as a
broker and mediator for partnerships across
sectors but also to challenge some of the
hierarchies that exist within sectors. This
means ensuring the work is as inclusive,
accessible and open as possible while
being unafraid to confront some of the
preconceptions of more established and
large-scale arts and cultural institutions.

unafraid to be self-critical, constantly
challenging itself through the work and
seeking further clarity in its processes
and methodologies. Its determination
to question and interrogate its own and
others’ existing practices has meant it
is valued as an incubator for new ideas
and approaches. Nurturing spaces for
different knowledges to be shared and
enabling artists, communities and
partner organisations to take risks within
a safe and supportive environment.

In order to ensure it has real and ongoing
impact, Counterpoints Arts further
assumes it must encourage an ongoing
spirit of inquiry within the artists it works
with and facilitate this by developing
strategic support systems which enable
them to:

Enfolded within its championing of
quality of the process is a strong sense
of the time it takes to create trust, bring
about real collaboration and cooperation
and to begin to generate the ripples
of change it seeks to make. Whether
it be in developing relationships with
neighbourhoods and communities or
with artists or partner arts organisations,
Counterpoints Arts acknowledges the very
different rhythms and timescales that will
be involved in developing a specific project
and is prepared to take the time needed.

EMBED LEARNING WITHIN PRACTICE and
by being a learning organisation
CHAMPION QUALITY OF PROCESS as well
as product
INSIST ON THE VALUE OF RESEARCH AND
OF ARTS PROCESSES as a legitimate
and valuable mode of enquiry
Learning has too often been the add-on
department in many arts and cultural
organisations. By placing it at the centre
of its work and embedding it within all
its programmes, Counterpoints Arts
acknowledges the criticality of reflective
practice and rigorous research methods
in understanding how change comes
about. As a learning organisation, it is

COUNTERPOINTS.

ABOVE: Afghan Camera Box by Farhad Berahman, with b-side Festival, 2018 © Marcia Chandra

Its many years of experience in addressing
the barriers and marginalisation
faced by many migrant artists, has led
Counterpoints Arts to also begin to
make assumptions about how it might
best work to tackle questions of racial
justice, inclusion and diversity. It is
committed to doing this by:
ACTIVELY ENGAGING WITH THE
PROMOTION OF ‘LIVED EXPERIENCE’
LEADERSHIP across both the arts
and cultural and NGO sectors

EMBRACING THE INTERSECTIONALITY OF
MIGRANT ISSUES WITH RACIAL JUSTICE,
CLIMATE JUSTICE AND FOOD SECURITY
and aligning itself with these wider
issues more deliberately
Increasingly accepted as a leader in
understanding issues of exile and
displacement, in the arts and cultural
sector in particular, Counterpoints
Arts recognises this brings with it a
responsibility to work to drive change
across the sector as well as at an
organisational level. Having recently
run a pilot leadership programme for
emerging artists and activists with lived
experience, it understands that real
change will only happen when these
principles are embedded and supported
at all levels across the sector and is
therefore committed to taking action to
enable this to come about.
This recognition that social change
must happen at every level has also
led it to:
THINK ETHICALLY ABOUT ITS DECISIONS,
BEHAVIOUR AND WIDER RESPONSIBILITY
OF CARE FOR OTHERS
This has resulted in it working to develop
an ethical funding policy which will
enable it to interrogate complex issues
around subsidy and sponsorship and
hopefully create a strategy which it will
be able to offer as a blueprint for others.
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TOOLS
I think what they offer is a way to co-create goals together. Events like
the retreats at Dartington were a good example of this, where funders,
campaigners, activists and artists were brought together with no
hard core outcomes planned, yet really tangible goals and aims were
achieved. This is because Counterpoints Arts is able to bring people who
have different roles and perspectives together and encourage them to
think together. I don't know that there is another organisation that can
do that as well, and create the legacy they have.
NAIMA KHAN, BOARD MEMBER

COUNTERPOINTS.

RIGHT: Akala, Rich Mix London, Refugee Week 2015 © Marcia Chandra
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TOOLS

As an artist, I've been making
work around issues of crossing
borders and displacement. I've
been concerned with refugee rights,
the value of what they bring to a
country and the stories they bring.
Counterpoints Arts is interested
in these stories, recognising the
enormous difficulties refugees go
through to reach the places where
they settle, but also normalising
and de-marginalising the refugee
experience and existence. I work
with Counterpoints because of
these shared goals.
NATASHA DAVIS, ARTIST

Asked to identify the tools and approaches
Counterpoints Arts had available to influence
change, artists and partners felt these were very
much contained within Counterpoints Arts’
embedded methodologies.

TOOLS: ARTISTS
Tools and approaches identified by artists:
A RECOGNITION AND VALUING OF THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE
‘EMBODIED EXPERIENCE’ OF DISPLACEMENT AND MIGRATION
TO CREATE EMPATHY
A COMMITMENT TO PUTTING ART AT THE CENTRE – DRIVING
THINGS FORWARD ARTISTICALLY, ENCOURAGING ARTISTS TO
EXPAND THEIR PRACTICE
AN OFFER OF ONGOING SUPPORT, TRUST AND FRIENDSHIP
WHICH IS NOT CURTAILED AT THE END OF A PROJECT BUT
OFFERS POSSIBILITIES TO CONNECT TO OTHERS AND CREATE
A COMMUNITY OF PRACTICE
AN INVESTMENT IN THE PROCESS, INCLUDING SHARING
OF THINKING AND IDEAS RATHER THAN ALWAYS BEING
RESULTS-DRIVEN
A COMMITMENT TO FAIRNESS BASED ON A REAL
UNDERSTANDING OF HOW ARTISTS, PARTICULARLY
THOSE FROM MIGRANT BACKGROUNDS, HAVE TO LIVE

COUNTERPOINTS.

ABOVE: Dead Reckoning by Bern O'Donoghue, Who Are We? Project 2017 © Marcia Chandra
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TOOLS AVAILABLE

TOOLS: PARTNERS

I think their success is rooted in working long
term and having a quiet, deep engagement
with individuals. They introduced us to young
people who would not have normally engaged
with us, who went on to retain a relationship
with the Gulbenkian. I would measure that as
a huge success if you think about it in terms of
a regional arts centre that has a very middle
class white audience. I saw that at Rich Mix
as well. It’s about shared conversations.
There is a strong feeling that they will come
in and do a festival or a project with a venue
or an organisation and then enable new
relationships to spring up between that venue
and the artist and I think that is fantastic.
They are very generous in that.
OLIVER CARRUTHERS,
FORMER EX-ARTISTIC DIRECTOR RICH MIX
AND GULBENKIAN, CANTERBURY

Tools and approaches identified by partners:
UNDERSTANDING OF REAL COLLABORATION AND PARTNERSHIP,
BASED ON CLARITY AND OPENNESS
KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE IN HOW TO
CO-CREATE GOALS IN WAYS THAT MOVE FAR BEYOND SHARED
COMMISSIONING
COLLEGIATE GENEROSITY IN SHARING ARTISTS, AUDIENCES AND
OTHER CONTACTS, MAKING CONNECTIONS AND BRINGING THE
ARTS AND CULTURAL SECTOR TOGETHER AROUND THE ISSUES
ON THE GROUND KNOWLEDGE OF ARTISTS WORKING IN THE FIELD,
THE SUPPORT SYSTEMS THEY MIGHT NEED AND BARRIERS THEY
MIGHT FACE
AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE IMPORTANCE OF HONOURING
DIVERSITY WITHIN INCLUSION, WORKING ACROSS CULTURES
AND MIGRANT GROUPS

COUNTERPOINTS.

ABOVE: Adopting Britain @ Southbank Centre 2015
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TOOLS AVAILABLE

TOOLS: THE TEAM
Every artist and partner mentioned the unique nature of the
Counterpoints Arts team, many of whom bring a personal
experience of, or connection with, the impact of displacement,
along with a wide range of experience and expertise from
other sectors; from advocacy to academia and learning.
Tools and approaches the team felt they brought:
A DETERMINATION TO PUT ART AT THE CENTRE OF THE WORK – NOT
ONLY AS A SPACE FOR ADVOCACY OR AID - BUT FOR PLATFORMING
MIGRANT AND REFUGEE ARTISTS, THEIR WORK AND CONCERNS,
AND ENABLING THEM TO RECLAIM THEIR IDENTITY, TAKE THEIR
STORY BACK AND PRESENT ALTERNATIVE NARRATIVES
UNDERSTANDING OF HOW LEARNING AND INQUIRY EVOLVES
THROUGH ARTS METHODS AND WITHIN THAT HOW TO BRING
ARTISTS, ACTIVISTS, ORGANISATIONS AND ACADEMIA TOGETHER TO
CREATE SPACE FOR DISCOURSE
INTERNATIONAL, NATIONAL AND CROSS-SECTORAL EXPERIENCE IN
THE WIDER FIELDS OF EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY AND OF DEVELOPING
PARTICIPATION AS A MEANS TO ADDRESS THESE ISSUES
plus a commitment to:
CHALLENGING THE IMBALANCE OF POWER BETWEEN THOSE WHO
MAKE ART AND THOSE WHO CURATE/COMMISSION IT
LISTENING, SEEING POSSIBILITIES, INVITING INPUT, AND CREATING
A SENSE OF THE COLLECTIVE RATHER THAN NEEDING SOLE
OWNERSHIP/CONTROL OF ANY COMMISSION
SUPPORTING ARTISTS OR PARTNERS WHO COME TO US AS A TEAM,
KNOWING IF ONE OF US IS UNABLE TO MOVE THINGS ON OR SOLVE
SOMETHING WE CAN ALWAYS BRING OTHERS INTO
THE CONVERSATION

COUNTERPOINTS.

It’s the people in the team. They are so passionate and understanding and knowledgeable
and caring. It's a real collaborative partnership. Changing perceptions about the artists
and the art they make is at the very heart of what Counterpoints Arts does, which makes
them so special for us, as an arts venue, to work with.
RUTH HARDIE, INTERIM HEAD PUBLIC PROGRAMMING, SOUTHBANK CENTRE

ABOVE: Arts and Social Change Retreat, Dartington 2018 © Fabien Soazandry
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TOOLS AVAILABLE

TOOLS: THE PROGRAMME
The diversity of the team’s experiences and expertise
has supported Counterpoints Arts in being able to make
a distinctive offer to artists/partners and communities.
It has also informed the three strands of the programme:
ENABLING
artists and organisations to develop their practice by
providing opportunities for them to showcase work and
expand their networks

ENABLING
REFUGEE WEEK
a UK-wide festival celebrating the
contributions, creativity and resilience of
refugees in which Counterpoints Arts are
national coordinators and partnership
producers

PRODUCING
ambitious work in mainstream and public spaces which
amplifies unheard voices, challenges stereotypes and
moves the conversation beyond mere testimony

PLATFORMA NETWORK
working in partnership with organisations
across the country to bring together groups/
artists whose work explores the refugee/
migrant experience

LEARNING
through creating horizontal learning spaces and
programmes, encouraging imaginative reflection and
evaluation processes, cross-sector conversations, skills
transfer and the sharing of knowledge

POP CULTURE AND SOCIAL CHANGE (POP CHANGE)
exploring how the power of pop culture can be
harnessed to shift the way we talk, think and
feel about diversity and migration

These three strands are constantly in dialogue with each
other as part of ongoing conversations with partners, artists
and communities.

COUNTERPOINTS.

I am an artist living in Kent. I was looking
at the integration process and asking how
we can co-exist with the community here
without people feeling hostility towards
us? Because the ‘influx’ of migration
has raised concerns among local people
although those of us who are here are tiny
dots on the map. For me, to be able to
highlight my work and present different
narratives with Counterpoints and the
national Platforma network, made a
huge change within my own community.
AIDA SILVESTRI, ARTIST

PRODUCING

LEARNING

WHO ARE WE?
a cross-platform programme, part of the Tate
Exchange initiative, which reflects on identity,
belonging, migration and citizenship through
participatory arts

LEARNING LABS
a reflective layer that enables Counterpoints
Arts to be a learning organisation, doing the
difficult thinking around the work and seeing
listening as an embedded process

NO DIRECTION HOME
workshops, mentoring and performance for
comics from refugee/migrant backgrounds in
partnership with Tom Parry

PLATFORMA NETWORK
working in partnership with organisations
across the country to bring together groups/
artists whose work explores the refugee/
migrant experience

NEIGHBOURHOOD PROGRAMMING - INCLUDING
CLAPHAM PARK CREATIVE CO-OP AND TATE NEIGHBOURS
shifting the conversation around engagement
and commissioning at a local level and with
national arts organisations

If you’re doing work with a message or
political theme, you will always find
people who will not agree with you or will
want to discuss things with you. What I
like about making art in public spaces is
that it’s a way to get in touch with people
and start them talking. The challenge
for me is always finding the right people
to work with on such projects. People
who will stand behind you and say, “We
will support your project no matter what
comes out of it”. Counterpoints Arts is
awesome in doing that even when things
go differently to what’s planned.
MANAF HALBOUNI, ARTIST

The Learning Lab has been crucial
because even though I’m always working
with other people in my practice, it’s
very hard to take time to stop and reflect
with my peers. I think that having that
moment to come together and stop,
discuss things, challenge each other
and pose questions is fundamental to
moving forward with my practice as an
artist. It’s absolutely necessary for any
artist working in this way. I've never
experienced this anywhere else.
ISABEL LIMA, ARTIST
13

FUTURE PATHWAYS:
CHALLENGES
AND AMBITIONS
Counterpoints Arts are a force to be reckoned with. They have a
huge contribution to make to dissolving those boundaries which
continually locate notions of diversity along lines of race and
ethnicity alone. Given the times we live in they’ve never been more
relevant. Their work has real global relevance and will be crucial
to maintaining any kind of open discourse and practices of inquiry
relating to diversity in an openly hostile culture.
AILBHE MURPHY, DIRECTOR, CREATE IRELAND

COUNTERPOINTS.

RIGHT: still, Rubble Theatre by Manaf Halbouni © filmmaker Basharat Khan
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FUTURE PATHWAYS: CHALLENGES AND AMBITIONS

CHALLENGES

AMBITIONS
As it moves forward as an organisation,
Counterpoints Arts is committed to remaining the
‘welcoming space’ Tom Parry mentions. It is also
determined to go on addressing the change and
particular ambitions and priorities it has identified.
These are:

As Counterpoints Arts moves forward as an
organisation its aims and objectives remain
constant: to change perceptions of displacement
and migration and bring about social change.
Different times, however, and shifting political,
social and economic contexts inevitably bring new
challenges. Some of the most pressing identified by
artists, partners and team were:
POLITICAL
how to remain strong and resilient in an
increasingly nationalistic, racist and hostile
environment in the UK post-Brexit, including
offering artists the very basic support they
might need to survive this political climate, as
well as supporting them to make creative work
ARTS AND CULTURE
how to create exciting new spaces in the digital
sphere while also ensuring access for more
vulnerable communities and continuing to be
able to generate the non-hierarchical and open
spaces Counterpoints Arts has always sought
to create offline
ORGANISATIONAL
how to maintain the same level of integrity
while expanding its programme and
mainstreaming the work through partnerships
with larger cultural institutions, while
recognising the time and labour it takes to
bring about systemic change

COUNTERPOINTS.

It’s a welcoming space. I do think that
one of the true achievements of
Counterpoints Arts is that they're able
to create a space where people feel
welcome, which, in a city, or a place that
can sometimes feel so unwelcoming,
is so important.
TOM PARRY, COMEDIAN
AND THEATRE DIRECTOR

FURTHER INFLUENCING ARTS AND CULTURAL POLICY
harnessing the power of popular culture to
expand our work and our thinking on social
justice into other worlds, including the
mainstream

INCREASING THE SCALE AND REACH OF THE WORK
building on our reputation as a leading
international organisation in the fields of arts,
migration and social change to challenge the
growing hostile environment

ENGAGING FURTHER WITH ‘LIVED EXPERIENCE’
LEADERSHIP
to ensure all the projects we are engaged with,
or that we are partners in, are led by those with
lived experience of displacement wherever
possible

EXPANDING INTO NEW SPACES
reaching new and different direct and indirect
audiences, online and offline, and having more
conversations outside the art space

BEING RECOGNISED AS AN ARTISTIC COLLECTIVE
as commissioners/producers with a particular
approach, way of working and process that is
valuable in itself

CONTINUE TO ALIGN OURSELVES WITH RACIAL AND
CLIMATE JUSTICE ISSUES
recognising the intersectionality of migrant
issues with these wider issues and being
ready and able to respond and take action
when needed

ABOVE: A Stitch in Time, by Sonia Tutiett with East London Textile Arts, Who Are We? Project 2018 @ Fares Hassouna
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# OUR STORY IN WORDS
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SINCE 2012 WE HAVE:
Commissioned

150+ ARTISTIC PROJECTS
and over

300 PERFORMANCES
Provided

ONE-TO-ONE ADVICE AND SUPPORT
for 250+ ARTISTS AND
300+ ORGANISATIONS
Collaborated with a big range of partners including

SOUTHBANK CENTRE, V&A, TATE,
UNHCR, REFUGEE COUNCIL,
B-SIDE DORSET, CAN MANCHESTER,
NATIONAL THEATRE WALES,
PLYMOUTH COLLEGE OF ART,
THE OPEN UNIVERSITY
Run

NETWORKING SESSIONS
attended by over

5,000 ARTISTS AND ORGANISATIONS
COUNTERPOINTS.

Produced and co-produced new work seen by

LIVE AUDIENCES OF
100,000+ PEOPLE
Managed

9 REFUGEE WEEK FESTIVALS

Run more than

80 LEARNING LAB SESSIONS
and co-produced

3 SUMMER SCHOOLS
Built our Refugee Week and Platforma

OVER 700,000 PEOPLE

NETWORKS TO INCLUDE 500+
ORGANISATIONS AND 300+ ARTISTS

Produced

In 2019 there were more than

reaching a live audience of

6 PLATFORMA FESTIVALS

800 REFUGEE WEEK EVENTS

6 DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE UK

Each year we

with partners in

Collaborated on more than

300 NEW PROJECTS
around the UK and internationally
Organised

4 STRATEGIC RETREATS
bringing together over

200 LEADERS AND
PRACTITIONERS
from a range of sectors

# OUR STORY IN NUMBERS

across the UK

INCREASE OUR AUDIENCES
BY AT LEAST 15%
At least

70% OF ARTISTS
WE COMMISSION ARE
FROM REFUGEE AND
MIGRANT BACKGROUNDS
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COUNTERPOINTS.
Unit 2.3, Hoxton Works
128 Hoxton Street, London, N1 6SH
+44 (0)20 7012 1761
hello@counterpointsarts.org.uk
counterpointsarts.org.uk

LEFT: portrait of actor Ncuti Gatwa, for You, Me and Those Who Came Before for Refugee Week 2018 © Jillian Edelstein
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